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Afterpay submission to Digital Platform Services Inquiry
2020-2025 - Discussion Paper for Interim Report No. 5
Dear ACCC
Afterpay welcomes the opportunity to provide a submission to the Australian Competition
and Consumer Commission (ACCC) in response to the Discussion Paper for Interim Report
No. 5: Updating competition and consumer law for digital platform services (Discussion
Paper).
Afterpay is supportive of the development of a code of practice for digital platforms that
would establish clear standards of acceptable conduct and proactively address forms of
anti-competitive behaviour before other types of action (such as litigation) are required.
About Afterpay
Afterpay is an Australian financial technology company and a wholly owned subsidiary of
Block, Inc. (NYSE: SQ). Afterpay employs over 1,300 staff across New Zealand, Australia, Asia,
the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Europe.
Afterpay has revolutionised the way that consumers pay for goods and services by turning
the traditional model of high-cost consumer credit on its head.
Afterpay gives customers access to interest-free instalment payments on their purchases as a
genuine alternative to traditional credit. It is a no cost service to the customer if instalment
payments are made on time. Responsible spending rules and consumer protections are built
into the service – these rules help ensure customers never revolve in debt, with no exceptions.
In circumstances where the customer does not pay their instalment payments on time, their
service is immediately suspended, and late payment fees can be applied. Late payment fees
are fixed, capped and do not accumulate or compound over time.
Afterpay merchants benefit significantly by being part of the Afterpay ecosystem, as it
delivers them value, reduced risk, and deeper engagement with customers. Merchants invest
in providing the Afterpay service to their customers because Afterpay provides a powerful
marketing platform for reaching consumers, as well as reducing their operational costs. As a
result, the cost of Afterpay is not borne by the consumer which in turn drives positive
merchant outcomes.

